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Introduction

The upgrade authoritatively urged by Pope
Francis (Summa familiae cura, 8 September
2017), reflected in the Statutes of the new
Institute officially approved by the Holy
See through the Congregation for Catholic
Education, is inspired by a coherent integration
of theological, moral and pastoral education
with the broader, competent and critical
attention paid to human knowledge. The Apostolic Constitution Veritatis
gaudium explicitly mentions need to establish “specialized research
centres to study the epochal issues affecting humanity today and to offer
appropriate and realistic paths for their resolution”. Thanks to the far-sighted
intuition of John Paul II, whose openness we must honour with an even
more creative generosity, our Institute already operates in this direction.
With the new Institute, it is now it is a matter of taking the ship out to sea,
even on the most peripheral and unexplored routes of new evangelization
and the new Christian community.
The new plan of studies eloquently illustrates the updated instrumentation
we will have on board and that will be available to us in our journey. The
strengthening of its theological fundamentals involves the new centrality
conferred on the fundamental structure of the Christian form, in which the
subject of God’s love and the figures of human love, the grace of faith and
the passions of life come together - existentially, ethically and spiritually.
This theological empowerment, which takes shape through the various
courses that give specificity to the institute’s academic programme,
consistently makes way for a friendly dialogue and competent debate
with the humanistic and scientific knowledge to which it is most closely
linked. The Institute offers, for example, in-depth studies on the history and
culture of family institutions, the socio-political and intercultural centrality
of comparative law and the importance of the technical-economic sphere
on conjugal-family ethos. The Institute, which is now fully entitled to confer
academic degrees of universal canonical validity, offers the possibility of
pursuing specializations and qualifications of academic value also in the
context of special competence in the “human sciences” of marriage and the
family, harmonized with the inspiration and Christian formation of the faith.
By overcoming all intellectualistic separation between theology and
pastoral care, spirituality and life, knowledge and love, it becomes a
question of making this evidence persuasive for everyone: the knowledge
of faith loves the men and women of our times.
It is undeniable that there is a hint of ambition in this project. Such ambition
must certainly be humbly aware of the fact that the Spirit also calls upon
ecclesiastical academies to renew themselves profoundly in order to be
up to a very high “cultural and spiritual challenge”, in which the effort of
a “long path of renewal” is also taken into account (Veritatis Gaudium, 6).
That hint of ambition, however, purified from any spirit of presumption and
contention, can become the leaven and salt of a joyful diaconia of faith.

Pierangelo Sequeri
President of the Pontifical John Paul II
Theological Institute for Sciences of Marriage and the Family
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teologia@istitutogp2.it

Licentiate

in Theology of Marriage and Family
First semester

Second semester

Basic Courses

Basic Courses

The communio personarum and the ecclesial mission
Faith and the justice of affections.
Fundamental theology of the Christian form
Marriage, the sacrament of creation and redemption
Matrimonial Canon Law
The theological ethics of life

P. Sequeri
P. Sequeri
J. Granados
O. Grazioli
M. Chiodi

Marriage and the family as corroboration of the presence
of the Church in the world
Christian Ecclesiology and Family Community
Marriage and the family in the light of the New Testament
History and culture of family institutions
Family spirituality and the transmission of the faith

G. Marengo
C. Pagazzi
L. Pedroli
V. Rosito
A. Diriart

Complementary courses

Complementary Courses

Mothers and the maternal role in the experience
of a personal being
M. Binasco
Sexuality, human fertility and the generation of life:
biological foundations
E. Giacchi
Who are humans? The individual, gift and communion
S. Kampowski
The mystery of the heart: anthropological
and theological horizons of affectivity
J. Laffitte
The pastoral guidelines of Pope Francis’ teachings
G. Marengo
Philosophical ethics of Karol Wojtyla and of the Lublin University
J. Merecki
The pastoral theology of marriage and the family
J.J. Pérez-Soba
The aesthetics and drama of love in the Song of Songs
D. Scaiola

“There is no sexual relationship” (J. Lacan).
Addressing a paradoxical formula
M. Binasco
The family in the new demographic context
G.C. Blangiardo
Men-women: Biological identity-differences
and the pathophysiology of sexual development
R. Colombo
The problems of marriage annulment in a pastoral perspective
A. D’Auria
The Family. The institution and the common good
G. Gambino
Philosophical anthropology in John Paul II’s
theology of the body
J. Merecki
Childhood; why it exists and why it is in danger
G. Salmeri
Passions, nature, person: bioethics
L. Zucaro
The family as a resource: the birth rate, economics
and the common good
Visiting Professors
The Oriental theology of love and marriage
N. Valentini

Seminars

Adam and Eve, in the creation: from St. Theophilus to St. Augustine J. Granados
Between the past and the future; action, freedom and history
in Hannah Arendt
S. Kampowski
The reception of Humanae vitae in the Magisterium
of John Paul II
G. Marengo
How does one help by talking?
How to behave in assistance relationships
M. Binasco
The Church’s domestic images
A. Diriart
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Seminars

Biojuridical issues and life generation
Personalism and family life: analysis of chosen texts
The family and the transmission of faith
Love for God and for others:
the centre of the moral experience
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G. Gambino
J. Laffitte
A. Ciucci
J.J. Pérez-Soba

scienze@istitutogp2.it

Licentiate

In Science of Marriage and Family
First semester

Second semester

Basic Courses

Corsi Fondamentali

The communio personarum and the ecclesial mission
Marriage, the sacrament of creation and redemption
Matrimonial Canon Law
Theological Ethics of Life

P. Sequeri
J. Granados
O. Grazioli
M. Chiodi

Complementary Courses

Mothers and the maternal role in the experience
of a personal being
M. Binasco
Sexuality, human fertility and life generation:
biological foundations
E. Giacchi
Who are human beings? The individual, gift and communion
S. Kampowski
The mystery of the heart: anthropological
and theological horizons of affectivity
J. Laffitte
The pastoral guidelines of Pope Francis’ teachings
G. Marengo
Philosophical ethics of Karol Wojtyla and of the Lublin University
J. Merecki
The pastoral theology of marriage and the family
J.J. Pérez-Soba
The aesthetics and drama of love in the Song of Songs
D. Scaiola
SeminarS

Adam and Eve, in the creation: from St. Theophilus to St. Augustine J. Granados
Between the past and the future; action, freedom and history
in Hannah Arendt
S. Kampowski
The reception of Humanae vitae in the Magisterium
of John Paul II
G. Marengo
How does one help by talking?
How to behave in assistance relationships
M. Binasco
The Church’s domestic images
A. Diriart
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Marriage and the family as corroboration of the presence
of the Church in the world
Christian Ecclesiology and Family Community
Marriage and the Family in the light of the New Testament
History and culture of family institutions
Family spirituality and the transmission of the faith
The political economics of the family institution

G. Marengo
C. Pagazzi
L. Pedroli
V. Rosito
A. Diriart
M. Rizzolli

Complementary Courses

“There is no sexual relationship” (J. Lacan).
Addressing a paradoxical formula
M. Binasco
The family in the new demographic context
G.C. Blangiardo
Men-women: Biological identity-differences
and the pathophysiology of sexual development
R. Colombo
The problems of marriage annulment in a pastoral perspective
A. D’Auria
The Family. The institution and the common good
G. Gambino
Philosophical anthropology in John Paul II’s
theology of the body
J. Merecki
Childhood; why it exists and why it is in danger
G. Salmeri
Passions, nature, person: bioethics
L. Zucaro
The family as a resource: the birth rate, economics
and the common good
Visiting Professors
The Oriental theology of love and marriage
N. Valentini
SeminarS

Biojuridical issues and life generation
Personalism and family life: analysis of chosen texts
The family and the transmission of the faith
Love for God and for others:
the centre of the moral experience
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G. Gambino
J. Laffitte
A. Ciucci
J.J. Pérez-Soba

dottorato@istitutogp2.it

Doctorate

in Theology/Sciences
of Marriage and Family
Second semester

Course characterising the Doctorate

Faith and the justice of affections.
The fundamental theology of the Christian form
Methodology for scientific research

P. Sequeri
G. Marengo

First semester
Specific Seminars for the Doctorate

Women in the Church according to some 20th century theologians A. Diriart
Theory of evolution and human self-understanding
S. Kampowski
“Children” and “siblings”. Fundamental bonds as a Christological
and ecclesiological question
C. Pagazzi
The integration of affection: virtue and love,
a theological perspective
J.J. Pérez-Soba
Conscience and discernment. Text and context of Chapter VIII
of Amoris laetitia
M. Chiodi
An economic analysis of the family and of family law
M. Rizzolli
Optional courses

The communio personarum and the ecclesial mission
P. Sequeri
Marriage, the sacrament of creation and redemption
J. Granados
Matrimonial Canon Law
O. Grazioli
Theological Ethics of Life
M. Chiodi
The political economics of the family institution
M. Rizzolli
Mothers and the maternal role in the experience
of a personal being
M. Binasco
Sexuality, human fertility and life generation:
biological foundations
E. Giacchi
Who are human beings? The individual, gift and communion
S. Kampowski
The mystery of the heart: anthropological
and theological horizons of affectivity
J. Laffitte
The pastoral guidelines of Pope Francis’ teaching
G. Marengo
The philosophical ethics of Karol Wojtyla and Lublin University
J. Merecki
Pastoral theology of marriage and the family
J.J. Pérez-Soba
The aesthetics and drama of love in the Song of Songs
D. Scaiola
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Specific Seminars for the Doctorate

Marriage annulment:
practical cases with an interdisciplinary approach
The child and the subject: what remains of childhood?
Donated body and suffering body:
marriage and the sacraments of healing
Creation Theology: Contemporary Developments
The idea of “natural law” in the Bible
Economic analysis of the family and family law

O. Grazioli
M. Binasco
J. Granados
G. Marengo
P.D. Guenzi
M. Rizzolli

Complementary Courses

Marriage and the family as corroboration of the Church’s
presence in the world
G. Marengo
Christian Ecclesiology and Family Community
C. Pagazzi
Marriage and the Family in the light of the New Testament
L. Pedroli
Family spirituality and the transmission of the faith
A. Diriart
History and culture of family institutions
V. Rosito
Anthropology and ethics of birth
P.D. Guenzi
“There is no sexual relationship” (J. Lacan).
Debating a paradoxical formula
M. Binasco
Men-women: Biological identity-differences
and the pathophysiology of sexual development
R. Colombo
Marriage annulment problems in a pastoral perspective
A. D’Auria
The family. The institution and the common good
G. Gambino
Philosophical anthropology in John Paul II’s theology
of the body
J. Merecki
Childhood: why does it exist and why is it in danger
G. Salmeri
Passions, nature, person: bioethics
L. Zucaro
The Oriental theology of love and marriage
N. Valentini
The family as a resource: the birth rate, economics
and the common good
Visiting Professors
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scienze@istitutogp2.it

One-Year Diploma

for experts on Matrimonial and Family Sciences
First semester

Second semester

Basic Courses

Basic Courses

Faith and the justice of affections.
The fundamental theology of the Christian form
Marriage, the sacrament of creation and redemption
Theological ethics of life
Pastoral theology of marriage and the family

P. Sequeri
J. Granados
M. Chiodi
J.J. Pérez-Soba

Complementary courses

Mothers and the maternal role in the experience
of a personal being
M. Binasco
Sexuality, human fertility and life generation:
biological foundations
E. Giacchi
Who are human beings? The individual, gift and communion
S. Kampowski
The mystery of the heart:
anthropological and theological horizons of affectivity
J. Laffitte
The pastoral guidelines of Pope Francis’ teachings
G. Marengo
Philosophical ethics of Karol Wojtyla and of the Lublin University
J. Merecki
The aesthetics and drama of love in the Song of Songs
D. Scaiola
SeminarS

Adam and Eve, in the creation: from St. Theophilus to St. Augustine J. Granados
Between the past and the future; action, freedom and history
in Hannah Arendt
S. Kampowski
The reception of Humanae vitae in the Magisterium of John Paul II G. Marengo
How does one help by talking?
How to behave in assistance relationships
M. Binasco
The Church’s domestic images
A. Diriart
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The family in the new demographic context
G.C. Blangiardo
The Family. The institution and the common good
G. Gambino
Comparative and Canon Law for Families
O. Grazioli
Marriage and the family as corroboration of the Church’s
presence in the world
G. Marengo
History and culture of family institutions
V. Rosito
The family as a resource: the birth rate, economics
and the common good
Visiting Professors
Complementary Courses

“There is no sexual relationship” (J. Lacan).
Debating a paradoxical formula
Men-women: Biological identity-differences
and the pathophysiology of sexual development
Marriage annulment problems in a pastoral perspective
The family. The institution and the common good
Philosophical anthropology in John Paul II’s
theology of the body
Childhood: why does it exist and why is it in danger
Passions, nature, person: bioethics
The Oriental theology of love and marriage

M. Binasco
R. Colombo
A. D’Auria
G. Gambino
J. Merecki
G. Salmeri
L. Zucaro
N. Valentini

SeminarS

Biojuridical issues and life generation
Personalism and family life; analysis of chosen texts
The family and the transmission of faith
Love for God and for others:
the centre of the moral experience
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G. Gambino
J. Laffitte
A. Ciucci
J.J. Pérez-Soba

Research activities
1.
		

International Area of Research
on Moral Theology

Active since 1997, its purpose is to promote reflection on paths of renewal in
the field of moral theology in light of the Veritatis splendor. The methodology
consists in the preparation of Seminars and Colloquia between experts, the
promotion of research and doctoral theses, the processing of texts within
common hypotheses and paths of reflection.

airtmf@istitutogp2.it

2.

Legal Research Area

Because of newfound sensitivity that is developing regarding the close
relationship between different legal and ethical cultures (no longer only
religious, for that matter, but also civil and secular) a better and more concrete
knowledge of points of contact (not only in the field of formal law, but also of
the stated ethos) has become particularly necessary. This research group has
been established in 2019.

diritto@istitutogp2.it

3.

Economics Research Area

5.
		

International Area of Research
on the Theology of the Sacraments

Instituted in 2014 to analyse in greater depth issues concerning the sacrament
of marriage, following indications provided by St. John Paul II: underlining
its connection with humankind’s original experiences (cultural horizon) and
reflecting on the place the sacrament of marriage has within the entire field of
the sacraments (theological horizon).

sacramentaria@istitutogp2.it

6.	The Gaudium et Spes Chair
Inaugurated on January 25th 2018, the Gaudium et Spes Chair aims to become
an institutional reference point dedicated to the activation and promotion
of advanced research and higher education in the fields of the intersection
between the pastoral theology and cultural anthropology of marriage, the
family, the ecclesial community and civil society, in the broader sense of a new
evangelizing presence of the Church.

cattedraGS@istitutogp2.it

The universally recognised importance of the systemic impact of today’s global
economic structure highlights the unprecedented anthropological significance
of its direct impact on the organisation of bonds, the order of affections, the
quality of relationships and the orientation of meaning.
The research area has been created in the 2019-2020 academic year.

economia@istitutogp2.it

4.

The Karol Wojtyła Chair

Created in 2003 as a study centre addressing the philosophical, theological
and poetic ideas expressed by Karol Wojtyła, the cultural tradition in which this
school of thought originated, and the perspectives it opens up for people, for
society and for the Church.
Thanks to scholarships, one-topic lessons and study seminars with guest experts,
the Wojtyła Chair proposes to also analyse the following subjects: relationships
between people, families, society and the state; fatherhood, motherhood and
offspring; Europe and its “two lungs”; truth, love, faith and tolerance.

cattedrawojtyla@istitutogp2.it
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MasterS AND Diploma
in Family Pastoral Care

The Institute, in cooperation with the Progetto Mistero Grande, offers two
interdisciplinary training courses (Masters and Diploma) on the subjects
of marriage and the family. The aim is to support those who work in various
capacities in the field of family pastoral care (diocesan offices, parish
communities, associations, groups, ecclesial movements).
The two pathways are therefore aimed at understanding and promoting the
family as a “pastoral subject”, providing a capability to build the Church, to
“build” pastoral care, to offer training courses to engaged and married couples,
to accompany them and heal their wounds, to educate new generations in the
faith. At the basis of this, there is a deepening of the sacramental dimension of
belonging to the Church and of service to the community, in rediscovering a
shared baptismal vocation and in promoting communion between the Church’s
stages of life.

pastoralefamiliare@istitutogp2.it

MasterS

Publications
Anthropotes. Review of Studies on the Person and the Family
The institute’s official journal is published every six months and has
predominantly monographic characteristics. The interdisciplinary approach
focuses on central themes in today’s cultural context or in the theological
debate.
Series
The following collections are the result of research and teaching activities
undertaken by the institute to achieve its mission:
• “Amore Umano”. Essays and contributions on subjects referring to human
love, marriage and the family.
• “Amore Umano - Strumenti”. Short and easy-to-read agile texts that address
current issues.
• “Studi sulla Persona e la Famiglia”. Studies, research, minutes of discussions
organised by the institute as well as the best doctorate dissertations.
• “Sentieri della verità”. The result of research promoted by the Wojtyła Chair
on the Polish Pope’s school of thought.
• “Sentieri dell’amore”. Texts and attestations by Karol Wojtyła and by those
close to him.

anthropotes@istitutogp2.it

in Family Counselling
This Masters is organised in cooperation with the Faculty of Educational Sciences
at the Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore (Milan). It is aimed at training highly
qualified operators who intend to use their specific professional competences
in providing services to assist and support families (such as, for example Family
Counselling Clinics, Family Centres, Life Assistance Centres, Listening Centres).
The Course is aimed at promoting relational and planning skills that can enable
family carers to activate successful relationships that are of help and support to
individuals, couples and families.

master@istitutogp2.it

The Observatory
The Family International Monitor is a new initiative promoted by the Pontifical
John Paul II Theological Institute for Marriage and Family Sciences, in cooperation
with the Universidad Catolica de Murcia (Spain) and the Centro Internazionale
di Studi sulla Famiglia (CISF) in Milan.
This research project is aimed at highlighting the role that family relationships
play in defining people’s poverty conditions as well as most macro-social.

MasterS

in Bioethics and Education
Promoted by the Pontifical John Paul II Theological Institute and the Institute
of Bioethics and Medical Humanities of the Università Cattolica del Sacro
Cuore (Rome), this Masters degree offers interdisciplinary academic training
on issues concerning human life in the age of technology, placing them within
the framework of fundamental anthropological, theological-moral and legal
references. Furthermore, this Master provides tools for setting bioethical issues
within various training (aimed at the preparation of educators) and advisory
(ethics committees, ethical advice) contexts.

The survey will be carried out over a period of three years (2019-2021), focusing
on the theme of family and poverty, and will be divided into two sectors: the
family and relational poverty, and the family and economic poverty.
In addition to promoting scientific research, the Observatory is dedicated to a
service of monitoring and periodical dissemination of updates, news, topics and
insights relating to family life; it expresses a point of view that aims to enhance
resources that families provide to their members as well as society as a whole.

osservatorio@istitutogp2.it
www.familymonitor.net

master@istitutogp2.it
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Academic Year

Enrolment

2019-2020

1.	Enrolment is accepted as of June 1st 2019. It is possible to enrol and
start attending courses also starting from the second semester.
2. Qualifications required:
a. For the Licentiate in Theology (STL): Baccalaureate in Theology (STB), 		
minimum cum laude
b. For the Licentiate in Sciences: university degree (minimum 3-year course)
c. For the Doctorate: Licentiate in Theology or Sciences at least magna cum
laude
d. For the Diploma: Five Year High School Diploma
3. Documents that must be included:
a. Pre-enrolment on-line
b. Enrolment request
c. ID Card or Passport
d. High school diploma valid for university enrolment
e. A letter of introduction from their parish priest, for lay people; from their
Ecclesiastic Superior for priests and those belonging to religious orders
f. 	Two passport-size photographs
g. 	Certified knowledge of the Italian language (for non-Italian students)
4. More information on each programme’s own rules on enrolment,
curricula and academic fees can be found at www.istitutogp2.it

Foreign Sections
“The new Institute shall constitute, within the range of the Pontifical
institutes, an academic centre of reference in the service of the mission of
the universal Church, in the field of sciences regarding marriage and the
family and with regard to themes connected to the fundamental covenant
of man and woman for the care of generation and creation.”
(Pope Francis, Summa familiae cura, September 8th 2017)
The Institute is divided into a Central See in Rome and seven Sections:
United States, Mexico, Spain (Valencia and Madrid), Brazil, Benin and India.
The Institute is present with Associated Centres in Lebanon (Beirut) and in
the Philippines (Bacolod), as well as in Spain with an on-line educational
system (Murcia).
A cooperation project is underway in Nairobi (Kenya) under the patronage
of AMECEA.

ContaCT
Piazza San Giovanni in Laterano 4
00120 Vatican City
Telephone: +39-06-69886113
Fax : +39-06-69886103
E-mail: info@istitutogp2.it
press@istitutogp2.it
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